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A Joint Bright Future
Incorporating the SYA into Bright Minds Big Futures

Introducing BMBF…

Bringing Young Voices to the Table

Engaging Young People to their Borough

This is Just the Start!

We promote 
council 

events and 
run two social 
media pages.

We want new 
members 
with new 

ideas!

We consult 
with event 
organisers 
and attend 

conventions.

Appendix 2
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What We Do

#SBCCorrespondents

What We Do

Consultations & Conventions
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What We Do

Social Media Presence

Columns and Blogs

What We Do
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What We Do

Secret Sound

What We Do

#SIRF18
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Interviews

What We Do

We Will Argue For…

Bringing the SYA’s 
work into BMBF by 

replacing the SYA with 
a new committee.

Various means for the 
new committee to 

improve on the SYA’s 
effectiveness.

Changes to 
membership and 

recruitment.
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The Need for Change

We do not feel 
young people can 

be the driving 
force behind the 
SYA in its current 

format.

At present, SYA 
meetings often 

feel without 
direction.

Recruitment to 
the SYA is slow 

and the 
membership 

rules are 
restrictive.

Some SYA 
members do not 
attend meetings 

regularly.

Format of Meetings

No limit on 
number of 

representatives 
from one school or 

college.

Meeting agendas 
are decided upon 
by the members.

Meetings in a less 
formal setting 

than SYA 
meetings.
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Improving Effectiveness

Meetings every 6 weeks 
rather than every 8.

The agreed elected 
members and council 

officers invited to attend 
every 2 meetings.

Other guests attend on the 
invitation of committee 

members.

Applications to speak to 
committee considered by 

members before approval.

Changes to Recruitment

Minimum delay for new members to join us.

Schools not directly involved in selecting members.

Presentations in schools attract new members.

Use of BMBF social media pages create further promotion.

Committee members carry out informal interviews.
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Membership

Current SYA and 
BMBF members 

invited to join the 
new Big 

Committee.

Annual 
membership 

review, 
considering who 

has been an active 
committee 

member.

Our Vision

The Big Committee will 
be well-known amongst 

young people of the 
Borough as an effective

means to influence 
council decision-making

and make positive 
changes to their 

communities.

Through BMBF’s 
consistent engagement 

with young people
through schools and 
social media, more 

dedicated and passionate 
young volunteers will be 

brought into the Big 
Committee.

Young people of the 
Borough become more 

engaged with their 
community, from those 

directly influencing 
council decisions in the 

Big Committee to 
thousands more using 

our social media pages to 
discover new career and 

leisure opportunities.


